O U R C O R E GO A L S
The Arizona Rotary Leadership Academy’s core goals are:
1. To expand the foundation of both Rotary district and Rotary International leadership.
2. To provide opportunities for committed Rotarians to expand their leadership talents and
apply their individual assets to further the mission and vision of Rotary.
3. To work within the parameters and constraints of Rotarians busy lives.
We believe this can be done by providing a comprehensive and standardized preparation for
District leadership which builds upon the foundation of the Rotary Leadership Institute. The
Academy will provide opportunities for participants to gain a better understanding of Rotary
International, its structure, resources, and requirements, as well as an appreciation for our
own Districts, their heritage of leadership and unique leadership challenges.
We believe an online learning program integrated with face to face learning and sharing
opportunities is an answer. Through these learning strategies and tools, we will recruit and
train Rotarians interested in contributing to our districts’ leadership and applying their
talents, assets and energy to creating the future of their district and Rotary.
We believe these learning opportunities can be tapped and aligned with the busy schedules
and lives of Rotarians.
We believe we are on the cutting edge of where Rotary must go develop its leadership and
create the future of Rotary International. As a result, we will have an outstanding cadre of
well-trained and well- prepared leaders for future District Governors and other District
leadership positions and facilitate the work of Rotary International and its role in improve
lives in our world.
Welcome to our Arizona Rotary Leadership Academy! You can be assured that we will enable
you to capitalize on your leadership talents and interests and experience the energy of your
commitment to Rotary, its vision and mission in Arizona and beyond.
We wish you the best and look forward to contribution to Rotary leadership and the joy of
being a Rotarian.

